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TO THE READER:

The lecture notes in this booklet show the instructiqnal conte*t
for the Environmedtal Earth Scipnce course developed for two one-hour lecture
periods each week. Before reading these lectures, the prospective instructor
should know that-the-eourse as four components: /two lectures each week, one
audio-visual-tutorial lesnon each week, a one-hour discussion,and selected
readings. The instructór will need to coordinate the comPonents to avoid
repetition and to let each "media form" convey specific'kinds of information.
The lectures develop basic factual information as well raise stimulating
and provocative questions for the students to considr. In other words, the
students should recognize the complexity of *our environmental problems and
recognize the fact that perfectly good rational arguments cam be made for con7
flicting points of view.

The readings, discussions, and audio-visual-tutorial lessons provide
information necessary tollnderstand the vast nUMber of conflicting ideas in
this field of study. This kind of instruction places the responsibility for
learning the facts on the student, and it forces ttle lecturer to do that thing
ir can do best 7- help students clarify their thoughts and develop rational
points. of 1010w.

In some of the lectures, a large number of 35mm slides and overhead
transparencies were used. At this time, it is not practical to duplicate these
slides for a prospective instructor's use. However, each slide is described
so that one may select slides from their own files or copy siMilar slides from
the literature to illustrate a given lecture. Many of the examples used in class

4

to expand the lectures have been omitted because it was felt the goals of the
course could be achieved besCif the prospective instructor selected the examples
that fit their own classes and teaching style.

Anyone teaching a class in Environmental Earth Science 111,1.1 have to
do a great deal of'reading 'and organizing of ideas. This is not an easy job.
However, the lectures described'in this booklet should aid a prospective instruc-
tor in reducing the aMount of preparation time..

. -

I wish you well.as you try out this program, and trust that you will
have the same kind of satisfactions I have when working with students on this
complex,' frustrating, important, and challenging subject -- Environmental'Earth
Science.

Rolland B. Bartholomew
Associate Professor of Geology
and Science Education
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Section III: Time

Lecture 1: An Introduction to the Geologist's Concept of Time

Before developing the ideas associat.ed with our concept otgeologic time,
it is worthwhile to spend a few moments setting.the stage for this brief,

section. For example, point out thet our feelings about en'vironmental .

_ , .

problems is directly related to the time scale wy are using. It is our'

, concept of time that makes us talk about a "Crisis in Energy" rather than
a "Problem with Energy." Many of the arguments and contradictary statements
that we have been reading are due to people applying different concepts of
time. It is time we began to co ider what time scale we are using when we

lbdiscuss environmental problems. Thts is one of the most difficult problems ,

we face in understanding environmental degradation and the conflict between

man and the laws of nature. \

Of all the organisms living today, we alone are/capable of asking
questions about our world. We are truly unique. We are "one-of-a-kind."

1
Coniider for a moment the questions.

Reading Assignment

Berry, William B.N. Growth of a Prehistoric Time Scale, W.H. Freeman and
Company. San Frantisco, California, 1968. Chapters 1, 2, and 5.

4
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How old i-s the
earth?

1

2

(Leave on the screen long enough for all to read .

and consider -- no narration) ,

2 i

How 'old is life?

Li

r ,

(Leave on the screen long enough for all to read
and consider -- no narration)

3

1

How old is man?
(Leave on the screen long enough for all to read
and consider)

Only you are capable of asking such questions.

How sold is the

earth?
How old is life?
How old is man?

These questiOns are some of the first ever asket by m
and some of the most repeated of man's questions. Eve
mitjor religfon has its -own views on the origin of the
world, and its own way of calcyating when it happened.



An EitrapoWime

scale: age of,
rocks, planets,
and stars.

'Fig. 5-1
'page 52 I

*" 3

One of the earliest time scales I could hend is seen on
the next si,ide. ROC.Ald these men arrive at these
calculations? Thdy eipPlied a fundamental,idea -- time.

can be perceived only by events that occur within it.'
Look for the events. ,

Nop

6

Ithe deluge, the
temple building,
David, Abraham,
and the captivit

1 1-

Some of the events are the deluge,
David, Abraham, and the captivity.
events to mark time.

the temple building,
So we, too, look for

ft/IIP

Series 1-18
child

Time units measure t/he int'ervals between the beginning and
end of events. Another condition meaOngful events fulfill
is that the event happens sit a 'speciflic recepgnizable point
along the time continuum - it must be uniqA. ,Example:

here's a series of events with the interVal indicated, but
notice this series doesn't help us tell the time if we lack
information about the specific point where it took place
along the tim4,continuum.

I would like you to write down the oldest event you can
recalkhapplening in your lifetime. Estimate the, time
inteeval it labted.

(SeleI tilree - write them on the overhead)

Wilich event hapPened first? (no correct answer),



We cattt tell
time sImply by'
knoging the
event happened

1.

We need more .informat1on.' StmilArly with thg early
geologists,ithey knew the rock Sequencn (event)=9.t
place 1, place 2, and place 3,- tUt thli atone didn't'

7 supply enough information to-place tbem on'a time scale.

Aso

4

The recoghition of geologic time as we now view it did
-not come about easily. Three independent but closely
related ideas lead to the discovery oV our modern concept
,of geologic time.

7

Principle of
Uniformitar-
ianism

8 1

-1

4

7

Co'

What is-the oldest nit-biological thing you can see in this
room? (accept severa answers) Why did you choose these
things? Because you knew something aboUt how buildings were
built. So it.is with geologists. They understand earth
processes and apply thiskrinciple. in establishing age
relationships of rock layers. Welsay "the present is the
key to the past."-

i

Glacial Till
r

A

Nr"

Another example: look at this road cut. Is the rock
'deposit-a terrestrial deposit or a marine deposit? Is

it a stream dePOsit, wind deposit, or,glacial deposit? How
do you know?' Your answer depends uPon how well you
understand the geologic processes happening tOday and you
projea that understanding back to the/time this deposit
accumulated.

9
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Sedimentary
.Beds

Heee is a picturesof an outcrop of layered rocks,
Which layer is older? Younger? How do-you know?

1

Principle of
Superposition

. 94111111.111

3

There is a name for what you are doing. It is called
.the "Principle of Superposition." Younger rocks are
above older rocks in a stratigraphic sequence. What
assumptions are you making? \N

0

"Strata" Smith'
map of England

Here is a picture of the first geologic map. Strata
Smith constructed the mhp by applying ihe two principles
you have just learned plus another.

12 1

.Close-up of
(edar Park
Limestone -

This new idea develdped by Smith seema simple today but it
was a new and revolutionary concept in the early-1.800's.
Smith found that rock"unita Ilayers) could be identified
by .the particular assemblages of fossils they contain.'
This rock is easily identified:by ;peal geologists as
the Cedar Park Limestone by the f6Ssils it contains. .

1 0

MI%



Principle of ,

Faunal Succes-
,/ ,-
sion, .,

1

6

t about the same time Cuvier established that,fossils,
foupd in the younger rocks in a. straiAgraphic,sequerice
relObled present day organisms more cloSely than the'
foseiils_found id older i-ocks, this ldad to another major
idea calledAthe principle or law of faunal sucqebsion,

4-- -

Refer to the display case showing the change in an
organism.though time.

1

VeLl's time
scale'

161

Slide of
modern time
scale

GOplogists applying these three principles were able to
forMulate a time scale. This is a slide showinZLyell's
geologic time scale -- one of the
It took a long time for this idea
work is only 140 years old -- two
today.

0

first ever ..published.

to come about. Lyell's
lifetimes removed from

The moaern time scale looks
paralleled that of Lyell'
you,some idea of- it de

A

ike this. development
I'll use an example to give

loped. I'll use an actual

-



Sedgwick and Murchison (Bgitish geologilts and good7,
friends) studied,a complex rock sequence in Wales.
Murchison started at the top of the sequence and

17 Sedgwick at the bottdoi. They worked tOward eich other.
Each,found.what he considered to be natural breaks in

./7T

the sequence..,,:Murdhison called his rocks "Silurian"
(Welsh tribe): and Sed llgwick caed'his rocks "Cambrian" ;
(after another Welsh tribe). Both agreed that Silurian

. rocks were.younger than Cambrianbut :119 break point
could.itottte_agr,ee&upon, IheLrack_By eau ..swealappeA-

The argument began, the 'frierids became enemies, said the
.disagreement lasted for 40 years.

The solution was finally proposed by Lapsworth.. He said
the disputed rocks were a irstem in themselves and he
called them "Ordivician" (Itt'er a Welsh tribe). This was

not accepted completely by other geologists until
Sedgwick and Murchison died. The locations of these
rocks are called the "type sections" or "type area" for
the Cambrian, Ordivician, and Sillirian rock systems.

' These ,Are considered to have .been layed down during
these petiods.

,

4

Shot: Eichler
F. 57, Fig. 3-2 Other geologis> working in Europe established additional

"type areat4 as seen on this.slide. ..

-14)

Correlation

r

Now consider this problem. A geologist in Austin has
studied a sequence of rocks. He wants to*.now, "Ai.e
these rocks Cambrian, Ordivician, or Silurian? Were
these'rocks deposited contemporaneously wi.th the

P sequence in Wales?': In order to ascertain the .

answer, he must match his rocks with those of the
type localities or another sequence that has been previously
matched.. We call this process correlation.

20 I

Spencer, P. 32
Fig. 7

Show caption

1

There are mahy ways to correlate rocks in one locality with,
those in another. For example, hy lithology,

by fossils,

Spenfer, P. 38

Fik 2-12

owception

Fr-
1 2
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14,
I22j

villa pictures

betleeen con-
tlitnents

Eicher,..p. 90'

evetl aliros's oceans cOrrelaticins are mhde to eitablish
at whqt point. in geoldgic time a rock se4Uence wits
deposited.-

`.,

tior

,

Overhead slide
Spencer, p. 31

r

--Before dfiowing the next slide, I must remind.you that knowledge'
of rock ,Aequences - material things - grey hand-in-hand.,
with,the concoct of geologic-time. This ov.-, ail slide

plows hOw geologic time units, time-stratigraphic units,
and rock units are related.

(Use overhead tranSparency)

4

J

'Overhead slide
of time.scale

Geologic clock
.(Time prog)

'(Matiky Mouse

r
t I

t f.

-

I'd like to cal1,ta yOur,attention thaeyears.have been
incllided on the modgrn time scale. This shoul'd seeM'

'strange. low did these years become 'assigned to the
'time scale?

How maty of you have.heard 6f a geologic clock? Describe
it to me._ (accept 'one 'or two depsriptions) I'll show 4

you one on_the next slide. 4ow's that?- .

.

13
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Pendulum
clock

25.1-

Radioactiye
Decay

,

It has been amdzing to me that the inner workings of
geolOgic clocks are almost exactly reverse the Way
a'clock as va Ifitow it should.work. Mos.* clocks have
a mechanism which changee the hand at regular inteAals.
The mOre consistenLy regular the interval, tile better
the clock.

7

Not so with geologic clocks. The inner.workings are
completely unpredictable. The energy and events we,
recognize are detected in-irregularly spaced bursts.
Yet, we Can ten time. Tow comet

26

1

11238 f.b2o6

The theory, in vastly simplified form, is likt this.
Uranium 238'-- we'll call it the parent element --decays
through radioactive procesSes to Lead '206. The radi0-
active process J.Ef such that the nuMber of atoms decaying
in any time interval is proportional to the number of
parent atoms present in the sample.

2.7.]

106 gms. t.1238 .4

gms. PP206

per year

I a A

eeel

For-example, 1,000,000. grams of U238 will produce 1/7600
graMs of Pb206 per,year. As the parent U238 decreases.
the amount of dalighter Pb206 increases. However, the
rate of the process is ,a proportional rtlationship. We
are able to predictably determine what is going*.

. 1 4
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Table 6-1
Eichler, p. 1204

1

10

A'
(One interval of time used.to measure radioactive decay is
called.the 'half-life. We could choose 1/3 life, 1/8 life,
but half-life is easier tb- use)

Radioactive decay ocaurs ih a wai that half of the
ra4oactive substance decays i a given period of time, that
peritid, eglided the helf-life, is a constant for a give

radioactive element. (EXplain table)" -

[--f

29'

Dating a rock

171

1

,321

The generalized pcheme for dating a rock or reading the
geologic clock is as follows:

1. Select the sample to be dated; Note its position in the
rock sequence -- e.g., its Upper Devonian rock

2. Measure the relative amounts of parent end daughter elements.

3. Read the age oftrock from,the radioaciive decay curve
that applies,to the-elements being measured. We call
this the radiometric age of the,rock

z

Dating the. r Now if we can find radioactive sample's for each time unit in

geologic time the geologic time scale aniAtetermine its absolute age in

scale years, we can date the.geologic time scale. This may seem
simple, yet the geologic time scale has only a few "really
good" calibration points. Why would this be so since our
techniTie isiso excellent? (Wait for answers)

-5 No da ugE -1

ter atoms presen
when rock formed Also, pocnt out that it is difficult to find samples that

have been completely free of modifications and not disturbed.

15
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Besides dating rock,samples, ther6 ids another use tow
geologic clod*. Remember, I asked earlier, "How 618'
is the Earth?" Lei.'s pednit4\geol.ogiC'clocks are used
to answer this questidn. We'll cOnsider.the whole earth
like a single rock sample..

In a generalized way, the Ige of the.earth is .measured
c this'procedure:,

1. Analysis of iron meteorites containing lead provide an
estimate of the amount of pi-imordial lead in the earth..
We assume some lead'existed -when the earth was formed. .

2. Estimate the amount of U235", U238, Pb207, and Pb206
that is present in the earth today. dh"

3. Subtract the amount of primordial lead (as determined
from meteorites).

4: Ca1641ate the age using the U235/Pb207 and U238/Pb206
ratios. Each ratio proirides us with a date of about
4,5501million years.

More recent.calculations involving better estimates of the
primordial lead ratio place the age of therthat
4,500--4,800 million years.

:33

Eichler, p. 128
Fig. 6-8
no caption

liit

1.1%

v.

In our discussion sespions w7 may have time for a discussion
.

of the Carbon 14 method as well as other datingmethoda. I'd
like to conclude with an example that illustrates another-

, praatical result of the ddting of rocks. This slide shows
the migration of volcanic Activity in tlie.Hawaiian Islands.
Pretty'niatl

A

4
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SECTION IV: Natural Resources

'Lecture 1:, Introductiod-to Natural,Nesousces

The introductory lecture to this section of the cpwse consists of two
parts. Part I is an illustrated lectuie using differeiMrstudents to read

the narration for the slides. Past II is an illustrated lecture using over-
head transparencies summarizing the use.of nonfuel minerals by industry in
the Ynited States.

/

Experience las shown that studen#0 sense the value of the mineral
industry in our technological sOciety, but they know very little about the
mining-industry. For example, they are hot aware ofthe fact that some
industrial ndperals are already in short supply and no adequate substitutions
are avai Able. Some geologists maintain that our sholtage of nonfuel Minerals
will becc5ne a more serious problem ih the near future than our.shortage of

energy.
-

This le ure is designed to introduce the student to an overview of

. the mineral industry from,a,geologist's point,of view. The basic ideas of
this lecture will.be encountered time and agegn in this'aection.

-.,,part I: Introduction to Natural Resources

You need to 'select four students to read the narration that accompanies
the slide presentation. You need to make five copies of this narration so
that each student-All have a copy to read.

0
4

Assignment

Read Chapter 3 from the following:

Cargo and Mallory. Man and-His Geolpgic Environnent. Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, Reading, Massachusetts, 1974.

17



Blank
Slide

(Narrator) "Today you are going to play 'scientist.' Not
just-any. kind of scientist, but'an 'earth

:

esources scientist.'
Here islyour dilemma. You have been a8ke 4 to read a paper at
the International Earth Resources Conferen . in_Peking, China.

-You are the keynote speaker. What are you going to say? This

is the speech you will make."

1

.1-5;hot of ear-6.1--

from space

a;

(Professor) "This is the earth. It has many resources. All
of you can name the-earth's resources. They are the solid earth,
%the 4Aquid earth, the gaseous earth, and the biological earth.
We see all of these components in the picture."

Slide of audi-
ence with a
person standing

1

(tarator) "Fine, the lecture is ended. The audience claps
and you are ready tO sit down. Suddenly, h member of the audience
stahds and asks a question."

.3--

Close-up slide
of a person'
standing in an
audience.

College Student) "Dr. Speaker,. what is a resource?

e can nane them, but I don't understand what.a resource is."

-



Slide of a per
son acting as
a Professor.

(Professor) "An earth resource.is an asset. It is silmething

that-can be used beneficially. Expressing it allbther way, an
earth resource is a 'state of mind.' Thank'you."

r7
Slide of the
person standing
in an audience
acting as 1st
.College Student

1 . I
r*"

(18t College Student). "But, Dr: Speaker, what does your state
of mind have to do with it? Your remarks are very confusing."

t.1

Another slide
of peison actin
'as Professor

-1
isami

C

(Professor) "You are a persistent young mon. Surely you know
that your state of mind changes as you learn. Everyone knows
that what is one Tan's treasure is another man's,junk, so it
is with the earth's resources. It depends upon your point of
view. I say to you -- get your point of view straight."

I r
Another glide o
person acting
as 1st College
Student

(1st College Student) "I'd like to check with,you about my
point of view.. Man uses the resources of the environment ins
three ways: (1) for materials, (2) for energy, and (3) to

#
sustain life directly. -Am I correct?",



Slide of
let College stu-
dent and Profes-
sorr

1

(Professbr) "Certainly."

(1st College Student) '"Are these gooi:exaMples?"

4

Slide showing
the use of wood.

1

Slide showing
/the use of rock.

!

f

(lst College.Student ) "Here we see the use of wood."
t.

(1st College Student). "Here we see the use of rock."

v

klide showing

1

earth materials
as building
mateKials:

(1st College Student) "Here we see, earth materiftls as

building materials."



Slide shoving
the use ot
metals.

(1st College St.4dent) "Here we seeHthe Uhe'of metals."

Slide shaving
materials used'
in Making tools

(1st Col1ege Student.) "He also uses matoaLkals to make tools."

L-

ISlide showing,
1Professor and
I1st College
Student

(Professor) "Excellent examplea."

(1st College Student) "1 havehqfinished. An uses earth
materials for energy.'

Slide shaving
men working In
a coal mine.

(1st College Student) "He,mines coal."

ft>

21 r



1

j.
Slide showing
the use of ,

petrolAum.-,r
%

(lseCollege Student) "He tires petroleumc"

6

s,

Slide showing
man'using
water..

(1St College Student) "He uses water., II

Slide showing
Professor and
1st College
Student.

(Professor). "Beautiful!, You are a good one!"
./ ,

(1st College Student)k "Don't forget he uses land ;.esourcs
for food production."

Slide showinki

Professor.

(Professor) "f_cou4dn't have done this better myself. Did
you notice that some ct the resources are renewable and some

enewable? It is important that Am notice this."

r

:t



Picture of ai
Vperson acting
as a 2nd 991-
lege stuoliht.

4.

(2nd College Student) "Dr. Speaker, why is this importahia
Will we. run out of,resources?"

r-

1.

Slide showing 4

1st College
Student.

I 7r ,

(1st Colle4e Student) "Of course, we'll-run out of the non- .

renewable resources -- everyone knows that."

.81ide showing
forest and

[

food resourceS.

(1st College Student) "Forests,- food resources -- anything
that natural processes can reform quickly (as fast as marl'.
can use them) is renewable. Mineral resources like ...H

; a

Slide showing
aluminum.

.11-

(1st College Student) ,"... aluminum,"

2 3



Slide showing
iron.

4

1

1

(1st College Student)

%

It

Aft

ron,t,

4

8

Slide showing
oil well.

04001.,

(1st Co lege StUdent) " ... and oil are nonrenewable
and man will eventually use these up. -Some, like oil,
will be used up befdre others. Right, Professor?"

.41

Slide showing
Professor.

t..

(Professor) "Right! You are veiir sharp! Do you know
anything about the price of earth 'resource materials?
This is also important."

(2nd College Student) "Most of us knowAthat resources having
bigh value at the source ire produced wherever they occur and
are,transported around the world,"

.24



r.
Slide showing
a gravel pit.

P,

4

(2nd,-College Student) ".. like ou see here. Gravel,

low pit valUe, short travel, "

1

Slide showing
an oil tanker.

(2nd College.Student) ".. or like You see here. Oil.in
'tanIrrs, long travel around the world."

(see diagram,
page 13)

(2nd College Studet) "1 heard an economist talk;about
earth resources. He took a different view. As you can
see from this slide, materials end Pp in a different place
in a different form. This'process empties the 'source' and
fills up a 'sink.! He said price is mot related to need.
For example, water is low in lirice bpt needed - diamonds are
high in price but unneeded."

Coll-ege

professor
A

SProfessor) "That's very interesting. What-are the
residuals he has in his drawing?"

laf". 25
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k Slide showing
2nd qollege
Student:

(2nd.College Student) "It's obyieus that the residuals
, represent pollutants. I'll showlrou a few sisides of

pollutants." At

419

Slide showing
pollutants.

Slide shbwing
pollutants.

0

eaa-at
Slide showing
ad College
Student and
'Ptdfessort

(2nd College Student) "Pollution occurs when re is
impairment in the capacity of a reSourc o satisfy the need of
man.

(Professor) "Very int sting."

4. ,



(see diagram
on page 13)

4.1

,st

13.

(1st College Student) '"All'of you are talking about the
wrong thing. As you C&flr see in this diagram, if we'reeycle
we-remove the residuals and hive A grnater supply of earth
materials. Already we+as individuals can redycle aluminum,
tin, glass, and paper."

1
40

r-

1

College pro-.
fssor,

-

1

0

(Professor) "This is _important; but recycling.alone is not
the answer."

t.

1

G

'Slide showing

2nd College
Student

(2nd College Student) think you are right. But what
else can we do?"

Slide showing
lot College
Student

++.

, (1st College Student) "Perhaps we' should consider the issues
and problems relevant to ,forming a national policy on llterials
supply."

I.

7
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Sltde showing
Professor.

--1

(Professor)

4

"Berfectl"

rt`

tr

re

Blank
Slihe

(Narrator) "Thank you, Dr. Speaker. Our time is up. Your

remarks have been most helpful."

4st
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Part II: The Nonfuel Minerals' a.

The source of the information fpr tbis Part of Zile lecture is taken from 6

the Second Annual Report of the Secretary of the Interior under thig-Mining and
Minerals Policy Act of 1970. This_publication is available from the Superintendent
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. The price'

is $1.25, Your congressman should be able to ge:t you a free copy.4.

q, The pages of the report duplicated here make excellent overhead traniparencips.
A discussion of each of the transparencies focuses the lecture on the ihiportance
of the mineral industry tlb our technologiCal society.

c<
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ABOUT 40,009 POUNDS OF NEW MINERAL
MATERIALS AREcREOUIRED ANNUALLY

FOR EACH U.S. CITIZEN'

e

SAND AND GRAVEL
NO0 LSI.
STONE

1200 LK SO LIM I
IRON AND STEIL ALUMNUOI

7800 LBS.
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SOO LIN.
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Abon.,"

C.

1 5

400 LIM 490 LSI MO LK
CLAYS SALT ss, MIR

At/Amu

25 UHL 15 LIS., 15 LBS. 301 OTHIR
COPPER MC MIAD MITALS

11000 L68. COAL 5000 LBS.
NATURAL OAS

TO GENERATE:

C.

1/20 LS. URANIUM

V.

4

ENERGY EQUIVALENT TO 300 PERSONS WORKING AROUND.THCCLOCKPON EACH U.S. CITIZIN

Stetteinettlibit Al llie
r- U. St TOTAL USE OF NEW MINERAL SUPPLIES IN 1972 \EXCEEDED

If

4 BILLION TONS I
-t
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U.S. PRODUCTION IS FALLINa 'BEHIND IN RELATION
- _TO THE REST OF THE WORth

ALUMINUM
METAL

1950

1972

*MO..
OM... MM.MOM..

REFINED
PETROLEUM

1972

1972

NOTE: THE LARGER 1972 CIRCLES SHOW THE GROWTH
OF WORLD PRODUCTION.
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MINiRAL RES6URCE DIAGRAM
CATEGORIES OF MINERAL RESOURCES

INCREASING CERTAINTY THAT DEPOSITS EXIST

4

20

IDENTIFIED I HYPOTHETICAL I SPECULATIVE
(DISCOVERED) I (UNDISCOVERED) I (UNDISCOVERED) 4..
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New definitions for such crucial mineral terms as "reservew" and "resourcee'

have be2n jointly adopted by the Interior Department's Bureau of Mines and Geolbgical

Survey.

_The new definitions more accurately describe the estimated productioia.vo4ential

of mineral deposits, including fuels. Adoption of the nomenclatUre:is expected to,

clear up the confusion of these'terms especiallly betifeen,"minerai resource*" and

"mineral reserves," thc agencies said.

..

Bec use the Bureau and the Geo*gical Survey both collect important fntormation -

about mi erals, a common terminology is essential-to evaluate the divea for governmen-

tal plan ing. The new definitions exteriW those officially adopted in 1943 and later

used by the Paley Commission to assess the nation's mineral resources. .

The classification system agreed upon by the Bureau and the survey is based-on

two key oriteria: the extent of geologic knowledge ibout the resource; and 'the

economic teasibility of its recovery... .

A

For example,.mineral resourCes" are defined aa concentratións of naturally

occurring soli4B,.liquids, or gases,Aiscovered or Oily surmised, that are. or might

become economic sources of Inineral raw materials. "Mineral reserves" are that portion

ofl"mineral resources" that have actually been identified, and cdn pe legally and

econoMically extracted. (The term "ore" is used for' the reserves of some mlnerals.) "

41

URCE TEN/A

Alesource: a concentration of naturally occurring solid, liquid, or gaseous materials

.
in or on the'earth's crustA.n such form that economic.extraction of a commodity

is currently orpotentially feasible.

Identified resources.: specific,bodies of mineral-bearing material whose.location,

quality, and,quantity are'known from geologic evidence supported by engineering,

measurements with respect to the demonstrated.category.

. Undiscovered resources: unspecified bodies'of mineral-bearing material surmised to

exist on the basis of broad geologic knowledge and theory.

Reserve: that portion of the identified resource from which a usable mineral'anik

energy commodity can be economically and legally extracted at the time of

determination. The term ore is alsb used for reserves"of some minerals.

4
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SECTION /V: Natural Resources fir
I

4

.Lecture 2! Our Nonfuel.Mineral Resouraes

.

e...t:BecauseiyoUr studen$s-have had irttle;eatierience with'economic geology, it
is.morthwhile to use thW introductoty portion of this lecture to acquaint-them
yitt a 'fey Insic41.deas. NV-example, the rarity'of mineral deposits should be

The;table 'Nils:* provides a good discussion point for starting the
lecture. 4 9#

fa

, ,

.
,

TABLE '4-2. EIZI_CHMENT FACTOR FOR SOME
bIMOMETAL$
t

4 4 Metal
A

Percent 1n,cnist. "Percent in,Ote Enrichment factore
. -

MarctuT 0:000008
0.0000002 0.0008

-25,000\ '4000
Lead 0.0013. 5.0' 3840
Silver 0.00007 '9.01 ,1450
NickøI 0.008 1.0 125
Coppsr 0.006 0.6 100
Iron a - 5.2 30.0 6
Aluminum 8.2 38.0 4

eThe enrichment facto: 'indicates hat Many tknes above us average con-
centration a metal must be Jn order to be mined.

,
Source : .ft"Committee pn geological Sciencts

The Earth and Human Affairs., Canfield Press,
San Francisco,, California,, 1972,1page 142.

Some additional idead you may choVe to del:rel.* are as follows:

A

4.^

1. Each mineral deposit represents an sccidnt9f geology.
2. Each mineral deposit nkust be,explOited where, it ocpurs.
3. Minera.1, deposits are ,finite and. nonrenewable.
4. ;la general, continued extractibn, of ore leads to increasing costs.
5. The demand for earth .niaterials comes from chemical and, manufacturing

1,ndustries and from agriculture. .

-6. Minerals most essential to civilization ,are Sron, copper, aluminum,
lind fertilizer minerals.

7. new inthistrial cbuntries have reserves, adequate for the next century
using forseeable technology.

a. The)sources qf'supply of mineral commodities continually shifts.
1kt 4
A. priAcative way to develop this lecture topic is 'to' take an optimistic

P, .

, - -.. .

vievt ut our mineral resourcea inuthe future. The views summarized below are
talee#.rom the Paley Report, from the book Scarcity., and)Growth (Barnett and.

0

Chandlbr , 1963) , .
andlaturtl ..Resources for 1.1'.84. Growth Landberg, 19614).

(The statements are also found in the reading iseignment.)

\f 4 1
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An Optimistic View-of Mineral Reaources

L. Technoiogy fornthe past fifty years hes steadily made increasing amounts
of raw materials ,available at lower cost per unit and therefore will continue
to do so in the forseeable futures (e.g., taiknite, copper, and staphur)

2. As the grade of a mineral deposit decreases arithmetically, the reserves
increase geometrically. .

3. Nonrenewable resources are inexhaustible (see Item 41.0.

11. lignmaity arL.a1waya,te prevented ..by ai,ti n_ pri4e _of _the_ra w_. materials

r

5. .Since the cost of raw materials is only ractio# of the final cost, a
2 material rise in price folg any raw meter* will

1

eve an insignificant effect
on the price of manufactUred items and o;Ohe gen ral economy.

n,

6. Any industrial nation will
world. A nation sells'raw
itself.

Wive adequate*ccess to deposits throughout the
materials to Sttain the goods it cannot manufacture

r

f T. there will be only thsignificant institutional restraints on access.

8. The U.S. and other industrial nations must have an ever expanding economy and
will strive to attain the minerals needed.

9. The population of the Western nations will continue to increase at a rate
of about 1.5% per year for several generations.

f . The underdeveloped nations will achieve a per capita income domparableto
that of thTU.S. within one or two generations.

.By a judicious selection of examples to support these points, you can help
your students understand the basic problems related to our-nonfuel mineral resourps.
For example, sOme econoMista and some geologists have diailetrically opposing views
about the reality of our nonfuel mineral resources.

The assigned reading by Lovering gives an adequate description of the
reaboning followed by the economists. A' basic principle acceptied by economists
Barnett and Morris was formulated by Lasky. ,This principle is now known as the
arithmetic-geometric ratio (A/G ratio) -- as the average grade mined decreases
arithmetically, reserves ihcrease geometrically. Does this relationship hold
for all nonfuel minerals?

A.look at the processes, of mineralization should help answer that question.

1. Sedimentation processes cause concentrations of minerals In some places
and dilution in others. Large volumes of sediments contain metals izt
parts per million range. It is inethese kinds of deposits that the /G
ratio is most likely to hold.

4 2



2. Mineralization forming ore bodies from igneous segregations and pre-
ciipitates from aqueous solutions in fractured and chemically reactive
rocks does not show gradational change. The A/G.ratio does not'hold.
The exception to this is found in same igneous deposits where mineral
'concentrations were dispersed throughout the magma before freezing and
gradational change occurred. The A/G ratio might apply in a limited

number of cases.

3. Fracture controlled deposits for minerals containing Hg, Au, Ag, W,
Pb, Zn, At, and Be show abrupt changes and the A/G ratio does not hold.

4. Weathering processes that involve leaching and l'edistribution of
minerals to make ore deposits show both gradational and abrupt changes.
The A/G ratio holds in some tases.

5. Replacement deposits generally show abrupt changes in mineral composition
and the A/G rItit hold.

6. Placer deposits show abrupt changes in location of the minerals, and the
A/G ratio does not hold.

(It is important that you select specific examples of nonfUel
minerals to illustrate each of the situations described above.
However, I feel each teacher will find it easier to choose the
examples that best fits his own situation.)

What does the future hold for nonfuel mineral supply and demand?

I. 'Rxperience shows that demand for nonfuel minerals increases faster
than the population increases. Per capita usage of these minerals
is increasing.

2. Industry is requiring increased tonnage and variety of nonfuel
mineral resources.

3. Industrial production in the future depends upon continued discovery
of new-deposits.

4. ,Nations will be increasingly dependent upon other nations for raw
materials.

5. New discoveries require from 3 to 5 yeardrad time before the ore
gets to market.

6. Industrial demands for nonfuel minerals will put increasing preSsures
on research and development.

In summary, it 1.6 clear that the economists and geologists take different
views toward the future availability of the nonfuel minerals. The A/G ratio is
a useful indea to apply in some cases, but as a general rule; it simply will not

work out. Some nonfuel minerals are finite in quantity and we must tecoghize
this in order to. manage..these natural resources wisely.
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Aosignment

Read Chapter 4 of the following:

Cargo and Mallory. 'Man and His Geologic A41.01rompnt4 Addison Wesley
Publishing Company, Reading, Massachusetts, 1974.

Also read:

Lovering, T.S. "Nonfuel Mineral Resources

2..T the EerthIL20-20.114ZULES-715_10E
* Quatterlly, Volume XI, No. 2,, SuMmer,

in the Nex% qpntury," Limitations

Geolo reprinted from'the gaai
19 p. 127-147.

run nVW
CC,



% upTION Iva Niturel Resourdei

Lecture 3: Soil and Food

'29'

What is. soil? A farmer would. answer', "Something to.grow crops in."
An agricultural chpmist mightowswer, "A foodhold from which plants.obtain
theiriwater and most of their.nutrients." A pedologist would have a differnt
reaction. He would probably say, "This question doesn't have a simple, easy

answer. 'What Is a rock,'a mineral, or a gas?" Eve*y toil has its own unique

hietory. Like a living organism, a so41 is the result of dynamic; evolutionary
processes.

%

For the purpose of 4i;Lecture we vill takeea very broad and incomplete
view ot soil by thinking about soil as being the uppermost layets on the earth's

surface'in which plants grow. In the U.S. we depend upon about 2.3 billion acres
ot land-(total land area,of.the U.S.) -- per capita share is ibout 11 acres. In

1940 the per capita was about 17 1/3 acres, and in the year 2000 the per capita
share will be about 6 2/3 acres.

St,

Assio.ment: Read the following:

Brown, Lester. "The New Seiids," The Survival Equation: Man, Resources, and
His Environment Houghton Mifftin Company$VBostons 1971, p. 273-2T§.

Brown, Lester. "Hum Food Production is a Process in the Biosphere," Sciefitific
American, September, 1970, p. 161-170.

Also read Chapter 4 from the following:

Cargo and Mallory. Man and His Geologic Environment. Addison Wesley Publishing

Compauy, Reading, Massachusetts, 19714.

45



"14414"3,212-210141114Source: Availab s from t Soil °neer** ion Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, PrograM Aid No. 984

. 30

One-third of our land,is public land administered by
the federal government. Two-thirds of our land'is
ovned by individuals, businesses, industry, and bY states,
counties, and cities.

[

Land Capability
Map of U.S.

1

Soils are grouped in eight land capability classes according
to their potentialities and limitations for the sustained
prOuction of common cultivated crops.

Graph of Land
Capability
Classes of
Soils

Soils in classes I, II, and III are sui4ble for regular
cultivation of most field crops. Soils in Class IV are
marginal for growing crops. Soils in classes V, VI, VII,
and VIII generally are not suitable for growing ordinarY
field crops but can be used for other purposeli, including
growing some crops.

Graph of Land
Use According
to Capacity

Notice the percentage of land in each category - 44%
suitable for regular cultivation, 12% suitable for .

limited cultivation, and 44% not suitable for regular
cultivation.

4 6



Map of UbS.
showing Dominan
Soil Limitation
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The numbers that follow the region designation are inter-
preted as follows: 1, 2, and 3 refer* to degree of rosion
hazard; 4, 5, 6, and 7 refers to degree of wetness, and 8
refers to shallowness, stoniness, droughtiness, or salinity.

6
se0"............,

Graph showing
Dominant Soil
Limitations

Notice that only 3% of our land has soils that have no
serious limitationston use for farming, and on about half
of our land, erosion is the dominant problem.

jr- 1

Map of U.S.
, showing Pre-

dominant Land
Use

Locally cqntrolled rural land is about equally divided
among the three major productive uses: cropland1-30%;
pasture and range, 34%; and forestlands, 32%. *About
half of the arable land is used'for cultivated.crops.

A

11,

Map of U.S.
needing-Conser-
vation Treat-
ment

Judged according to current standards, 64% of cropland
needs additional conservation treatment, 67% of pasture
and rangeland, 62% of forestland, and 28% of other land
As inadequately treated.

4-7
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Consider for a moment how heavily ve depend upon food. How much food is

available in the stores in this area? Suppose all food shipments were stopped,

how many days would it take for the people to eat the food stored in the stores?

The best estimates plage the time to eat up the food supply between one and three

weeks. Clearly, we depend heavily upon timely replacement of our food supply. ,

\A look at
mechanization,
insects. Each

modern agriculture shows that it depends on four technologies:
irrigation, fertilization, and chemical control of weeds and
technology disturbs the biosphere.

Mechanization uses large amounts of fossil fuel energy that is often
substantially greater than the energy yield embodied in the food prOduced. This

process also contributes to erodion and the loss of the topsoil producing most

of man's food. Soil ealpion is one, of the most pressing and most difficult
problems threatening the future of the biosphere. Remember, the dust bowl era

problems created by wInd erosion have not been completely solved.

I
Irrigation has also created environmental problems. In some areas,

irrigation has raised the water table so that plants become aterlogged. ,In
tother areas, irrigation has concentrated chemical compounds n the soil to make

the land infertile. An increase in schistosomiasis (snail fever) in some areas
has been attributed to irrigation. .

.

The use or chemical fertilizers has mixed blessings. On one hand, food
production peracre is increased; on the other hand, run-off containing fertil-
izers pollutes.drinking water and stimulates algae growth, making the water.

oxygen poor. The demand for fertilizers is increasing at an enormous rate.

Insecticides and herbicides present yet another double-edged technology.
The benefits are obvious to the farmer, but the effects of_different chemicals

in the food chain are hot clearly understood. DDT is a classic example. It

was considered the wonder chemict until we learned more about its side effects

on animal life.

In concluding this lecture, I would like to focus your attention on "The

New Seeds." We have read a great deal about the breakthroughi-in this kind of

agricultural technology. One example of the new seed8 is Mexican Dwarf Wheat.
This wheat produces well under a wide range of soil and climate conditions.

The yield per acre is-increased and the growing time is reduced. Similarly,

a miracle rice, IR-8, has been developed. IR-8 and other strains respond to

heavy dosage of fertilizer and are more efficient users of sunlight. One

pound of nitrogen applied to the new seeds can yield up to 20 pounds more rice

than the traditional varieties in a shorter growing period.

In summary, this lecture has been designed to focus your attention on two

basic natural resources -- soil and food. Both resources are renewable, but at

.vastly different rates. Soils take years to develop butcan be destroyed quickly.
Food production is renewable each year-. However, food production depends upon
the technologies of modern agriculture which do not always operate for the benefit

of mankind. Man is faced with the dilemma of producing more and more food with
newer and newer technologies while trying to answer the basic question, "What are

.
the environmental consequenCes of attempting to do so?".

4g
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EMOTION IV: Natural Resources

Lecture 41 Water, Another Basio Natural Hisouroe

Water is the most abundant andtmost important ubitance with which Man
deals. The amount of drinking water needed each year by humans and domestic
animals.is approximately 10 tons per ton of living tissue. To grov a ton of
sugar or corn under irrigation requires about 1,000 tons of water; Wheat, rice,'

and cotton require about 1,500, 4,000, and 10,000 tone ot water per ton of crop.
(Source: Roger Revell*, "Water," Scientific Americips September, 1963, p.(57.)
Water use varies both in time and in place, and commonly its variations do not

match those of the water sources. This mismatch is the major problem of water-
supply management.

Water is a1vib.1 resaurce_gor all...forms of-life. Given a supply of water,
we are prim*rily concerned with its qUilityr"qn the U.S, the average total water
supply is 1.2 trillion gallons per day -- tkie averagOteTtyl4soharge of streams.
Total water use is more than 270 billion gallons per day, or 22% of the total water
supply, but consumption of water (water changed by soil evaporation and plant
transpiration from liquid to vapor) was only about 68 billion gallons daily,* or
5.5% of the total supply. The main water problem is that of maintaining good
water quality. Water is both the most abundant and the most important substance
with which man deals.

Let's focus for a moment on some of the problems associated with water
quality. Water pollution is not something new. Man has always relied on the

water around him to carry away and assimilate waste. AB long as these waste:loads

were reasonably small, the natural self-purification processes of the waterways

could cope with the addition of foreignimatter. This is no longer true4Nmany
cases. Later in this lecture ve will laok at the'Houston ship channel as an
example.

Our waters are being contaminated by the following: (1) organic wistes,

(2) biological nutrients, (3) disease-beering organisms, (4) temperature increases,
and (5) synthetic chemicals. Let's look more carefully at each of these contamina-

tion.sources in More detail. Water is contaminated by 12,000 potentially toxic
chemicals increasing at a rate of 506 new chemicals each year.

Orgsnic Wastes

Organic wastes come from agriculture, industry, and domestic sources. A major
pollution effect of these wastes is the remolial of 02 from the water making it
unfit for living organisms. In 1968, enough organic waste to have consumed more
than 29 billion pounds of Oxygen (Biological Oxygen Demand - BOD) in decomposition
was introduced in our water supplies. Other organic wasfes included pesticides,
herbicides, and hormones.. For example, Diethystilbestrol (DES), added to cattle
feed, was excreted in quantity in the waterways. The use of this carcinogen --
banned in chicken feed in 1960 -- caused Sweden and West Germany (1970) to outlaw
imported U.S. beef because of DES residues.
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Agricultural chemicals such as nitrate fertilizers, pesticides, and
herbicides introduce materials that are poisoning the waters. Many different
physiological effects in humans and living organisms *can be attributed to these
chemicals. Nitrate levels have riern to dangerous levels in many places =1. even
public drinking supplies in same localities. Accumulation of chemicals such as
DDT in the food chain are serious threats to man.

4.

Biological Nutrients

Another class of pollutants accelerate the growth of aquatic plant life
(eutrophication) and increase the BOD of wateryrays. Phosphates and human excrete(
fall within this category of pollutants/ Two billion pounds of phosphate cam-
pounds. are added to laundry productd e0h year. Heavy-duty detergents are
35-50% phosphate by weight. Phosphatei: are "buftders." Ttiey soften hard water,'
help remove,oil and dirt from fabrics, prevent redeposition_qf material,,and make
water al,kaline. Recent developments in labeling detergents and chemicallhodifica-
tions to reduce the negative effects of biological nutrients help, but do not
completely solve the problems caused by the wide-spread use of phosphates.

Human excreta in our waterways increases BOD as well as introducing disease-
bearing organisms into water supplies. All of us are familiar with certain
negative aspects of Usposing of untreated human waste in waterways. Nothing
more needs to be said, about this serious problem.

Disease--13earing Organisms

Water purification systems were originally designed to kill bacteria only.
,They cannot eliminate all toxic chemicals or all viral pollution. Consider for a
.moment this problem. Cincinnati increased the water pumped for domestic
use 40% between 1955 and 1970, but the chlarine used to treat this water increased
200% during the same time period. Recently, studies have implied that chlorine Tay
be harmful to humans. Yet, the benefits of this chemical to purify water is so '

great that we may have to contiptite increasing oux use of chlorine and risk the .

trouble it may cause for humans.

Temperature Increases

)111P

..

ermal poll -tion has already been discussed in our study of nuclear reactors.
Tempe ature incre s, are devastating for fish and wildlife. Elevated water ,

temperatures gratly increase the survival of unwanted organisms, while decreasing
the ltffit span and the number of more desirabl animals and plants. -The higher

, the heat, the more bacteria survive, including acteria that cause disease in
sh and man. Viruses thrivd.in fish subjecte to increased heat. The toxicity

r
oe many pesticides to fish is greater at high tnperatures.

40

Synthetic Chemicalp

Synthetic chemicals both organic and inorganic found in pesticides, plastics,
and detergents provide ssrious threats to humans and other living organisms'. The
pollutants may be'toxi3Ocarcinogenic, mutagenic (causing genetic damage) or
tetratogenic (causing birth defects) to all forms of animal life. For example, many
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of these chemicals include mmall.amounts of mercury, lead, arsenic, and cadmium
that accumulate in the food chain. yhe effects of these chemiOals on living
organisms is not likely to appear for years: Treatment of public drinking water)
does not remove these chemicals.

To conclude this lecture, let's take a tallp along the Houston ship channel.

Assignment: Reid Chapter:I\2 and 3 of the f wing:

Cargo and Maltory. Man and His Geolo id Bnvironment.
Company, Reading, Massachusetts, 197

.44

I.

Addison WesleiPubliihing

4
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iew of-channel The Houstonehipping channel whiph is sons 23 miles lot*,
from San :apint has been.recognizedies one of the world's worst Tolluted
Monument

.
bodies of Neter. Many biologists consider over half of .-

. the channST as being diadl
.

4

Water level
view of '

channel

. rlik

4-

A trip
*

up the Channel will show numerous areas where

k14.

pollutants are being allowed to nter the channel.

I 4
Texas A&M
research vessel

1

'

The exas A&M pollution reaearch'j vessel is used to
tr el the channel and collect vkluable data on channel!
p91lution.

Oxygen recorder

f.1..

this vessel is capable of continuously monitoring such
things as. dissolved oxygen, salinity, and temperature. .

It can also take samples as desired to a depth of.l00 teet.
Bottom cores may also be taken.

tt
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Temperatur
recorder
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e

This is a piCture of the bridge of the monitor ng
vessel.

4.

a

4

_1
View of shore-
line

A variety of industries are located on the channel..
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Refineries

fL

a

Ip

Here've see oil refineries.

r--I 1

Houston Light-
ing and Power
electric
plant

Houston Lighting and-Power Company.

Ship unloading
-at dopk Grainer5r.

/

I.

4.

View of dock
and plants

J`Cr,

Steel plants.
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Steel pleats. ,

Oyster shell dredging.

4

7 5.

t

f
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1

bhoi.elinewith
'tanks'

4

rr.

'Natural .gap /storage and refinery.

S.

Ship.moving up
channel Shipping.,
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View from Sah
Jaginto Monu-
ment

All of thse prOduoe thqr Own oharaoteristio Pollution.

g

1.

View °if ground
and stack har-
ing

fe;

Oil companies produce atmospheric pollution with flares;

Os

I

View of smoke and smoke.

S.

Outflow from
cAmical plant Chemicals in the water effluent.

5 8
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View of electri
plant

0"," ,11 . .

HousiOn'Lighting and Powsr COmpany therpal pollution. .

View o? grain
coating water
surface

The grainery produces some atmospheric pollution.and
much of this settles onto the channel water surface and
adds to its pollution. Mich of this fine grain dust
causes a great reduction of the oxYgen in ihe water as
it is used up in the decay of this type of pollutint.

ft

View of steel
_plants

Armco Steel is a major polluter of the'Houston ship channel.
It not only Pollutes the waters-but also the atmosphere,
Notice the color of the water and the plumes or dust-and
smoke being blown into the air.

View of solid
waste on shore

t

Other 4aste products from the steel plant ffire dumped into
the channel. These are rich in iron and do their share in
reducing the avallalge oxygen as th61 rust away.

7.)

5 7
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Close-up of
oysters and
views of load-
ing,dock

, Oyster shells are dredged in large luantities. This does
not contribute vexJy much to the pollution; however, it has
ruined,the edology of many of the oyster bede.

%.

Flaring from
stack

Natural gas plants contribute to the pollution by the use
of flares and the dumping of liquid wastes into the.
channel.

ds.

lit

Outflow ihto
channel

-r

LL
View of ship
discharge and
tugboEit with

barge

Mapping itself cohtributes considerable.pollution to
the channel Midge diicharge and;fuel losSes and
consumption.

5

)4,



View of sfiip
wake This pollutiqn is also,added to by household detergents

and others that cause t,he waste to foam up.

Coating and
debris in
water

, 4

Others simply cause the water te,, be unusable.

1

It

wl 1

Shoreline with
dead trees and
,debris Many times plants along the channel are deOroyed by s

the pollutants..

I jTwo views of
tunnel crossin

p.

Lead from the eichausts of manor vehicles driving through
the underground tunnel adds its unique pollution.
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(View of
tunnel crossing)

Siemson Dock
and trailer
truck

,

Atlantic Richfield Company haa given some indication that
they are at least somewhat concerned with pollution.

40.
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SECTION IV: Natural Resources.

.Lecture Solid Wastes

t,e

,

Why is our landscape not littered with huge 'bones of dinosaurs or debris
from living thingst The answer to this question is,so obviouS'that we seldom
think about natUre'S recycling processes. However, vVars rapdily becaming awari
of man's lack of recitling processes. This is not to imply that.nature'S
iecycling processes'and man's recycling processes are unrelated, jUst the opposite

is true.

The movement of matter through the industrial procesi, unliktsthe movement
of material through the life process, is. generating an ever-incr. ing quantity
of waste, mostly in the form of sclid material. Natural processes degrade this

material, but the process is very slow. ItAs the relative disOrepancy-in rates
of degradation and production of man-made wastes that iiesausing our solid este

disposal problems.

Assignment:

Read Chapter 13 fromythe following:

Cargo and Mallory. Man and His GeolOgic Edyironment, Addison-Wesley Publishing.

Company, Reading, Massachusetts, 19174.

t

z
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The total quantities of solid wastes are large and increasing. Munidipal
solid waste average vas 4.5 pounds per person per &ay in'1965 and over 55 pounds
per person per dayin 1970. The waste disposal Isystem of an average city must
accommodate about 150 poundi of Waste for each 4-member family every day -. over
200 million tons per year. This amount contrasts greatly with the 1,756pounds of .4

waste per person per &ay in Sydney,' Austral:la, and about one.half pouAdItler day-for
a person in India.

'

Municipal wastopponsists'of about 50% paper, 12% food, 10% wood and garden
refuse, 10% leather, rags, plastic, rubberl.ash, and miscellaneous dirt,_9% metal,
and 9% glass. A major reason for the'large accliMulations of municipal waste cih
be attributed to the way our goods are packaged and the affluence ot our soclety.

. r

Figure I shows the major sources and quantities of solid wastes in the United
States.

Industrial
1.25 million

Figure I
Sources and quantities of solid wastes in the
United States (approximations expressed in tons
per year)

TheAdsposal of trash causes many environmentally related problems. We are

all aware of the litter we see everyday. In 'addition to ourhealth is
endangered if we do not have.rapid removal, and safe Alsposal of many kinds of

waste. The disposal of solid waste is becoming an increaiingly derious problem.
Ideally, we need biodegradable containers; 'however, the ideal is seldom found.
The ice-cream cone is the ideal packaging materiallyt-we canIt find such perfect

packagIng material for everything we use.

'The collection of traslis another serious and expensive problem. Consider

for a moment the problems faced in collecting trash from a 400 unit high-rise -

.
apartmeni building. How can 'his trash'be collected efficiently? One of the

neatest ways I know is'used in Sweden.. Apartment dwellers there place their trash
in a,receiving.hopper, push a button, and everything is sucked through a pneumatic
pip6 into a central receiving ,station r collection. Collection cosis 'for municipal

waIrs in the U.S. run as high as $15 pe ton in some cities. , I 1
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The most primitive form of waste disposal ie the open dump.' Waste is
collected aild dumped in an open pit where it is compacted and spread throughout.,

the area. Formerly, open burning'of the dumps holped,reduce the volume of material.
However, that practice hap been stopped by legislation. W. can tll understand/
why an open dump is'not. a satisfactory solutibn to our disposal problem.

A modified form of the open dump, the sanituy laydfAll, is * more satisfactory'

disposal system. In this case, the waste is dumped into an open pit where the
waste is compacted and covered with earth material. There 4;0 Several different
designs for sanitary landfills, but they all incorporate the idea of placing the
waste in cells that are covered with and isolated from each.other by earth material.

.
The landfills, wten completed, can be used for parks, golf courses, or reclaimed

for other purposes.

A properly engineered langill should be located on a site where rainwater,

'leaking through'the refusei will not pollute the groundwater, streal, lakes, or

nearby land areas. Geologically satisfactory landfill sites evil not easy to find

and many cities are placing landfill sites in areas of conveniehce rather than

areas that will prevent pollution of the area in the future. As good landfill

sites near cities become filled, the waste iiill have to be transported greater

distances at increased costs. is introduces new political problems bec

people in one localilty seld V t to receive trissh from.another locality. .

Incineration is a methc1 increasingly being used in some metropolitan

areas. This process is not o be confused with burning in an open pit. Indinera-

tion is a procedure for insur ng complete combustion and a constant movement of

trash into and out of the burning chamber. The ashes art removed by conveyor

belt and cooled, the metals Salvaged, and the remainder taken to a eanitarY

landfill. The heat proauced in burning can be'used by indUstry.

Some pf the problems associated with this proCess are: (1) maintaining a

constant furnace temperature for efficient operation while using a heterogeneouS

fuel mixture, (2) the paintenance of complete combusion; (3) the dispdsal of

acidic gases, 44) the safe disposal of .gases produced in burning of plastic
(polyvinyl chloride - PVC), and (5) the pollution of the air because of incomplete

combustion.

Incineration does have the following benefits: (1) it may help alleviate

the energy crisis, (2) it reduces the volume of material by 80-90%, (3) it produces

an inert and odorless residue, (4) it provides a relatively simplp means to redlaim4

metals, -Ind, (5) it reduces the health problems associated with other disposal
procedures. r \,

ocean dumping, practiced by many coastal cities, is becomi

Jf
g an increasing1P%

, unsatisfactory system for waste disposal. Aquatic dumpia:rre Are almost devoid'

of life. This process disturbs the food web in the oc While this method of

disposal retoves the unsightly trash from land, it is yolluting another part of

our environment.
1 1
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One of the most satisfactory ways or disposing of s lid waste.is by
#idOr

recycling., This prooess conserves path energy.and mate However, as

ideal as this process seams to be, it is not so easy tot1c out., Nbw every-

thing is recyclable. Also, recycling centers need an enormous volume of
material to operate economically. At present, the most efficient4iecycling
operations are plants set up to recover metals from junked cars. *Mons of'
cars are junked edch year. MAny of these cars are now being sent to recycling.
plants where the cars are shredded.and the different =tills seParited mechanical1r
for reuse.. We should expect recycling plants to increase in the future even
though such plants create pollution and condume valuable energy resources.

Recycling techniques include: (1) meltinc-- needed primarily for metals,
glass; and some plastics, .(2) revulcanizing -- heeded to salvage rubber products, .

(3) pumping and convertin$ to paper -- used to reclaim material containing
natural cellulose fiber, (4) compacting -- recycilOg organic mattlapby decay
organisms to make humus, (5) rendering .7- cooking of animal wasteqn yield
tallow to make soap or animal feed, (6) fermentation -- used with
straw, sawdust, orchard prunings, and farm wasps to make food for.animals, and
(7) industrial salvage -- recovery of waste materials to be rotated in another
product.

In concludieng this ledture on solidvastes, it is a good Nea to return to

t e ideas that were/developed at the beginning of the lesson. Wejiave enormous

!quantities of solid wastes that must be placed in disposal. For-example, the

U.S. junks over 7 million cars and buses yearly, 100 million:tires'are discarded

annually (only about 30% are reclaimed), 30 million tons of paper, 4 million

tons of plastic, 30 billion bottles, 60 billion cans, and uncounted millions

of major appliances. 3he cost of collecting and disposing of solid wastes
amounts to $4.5 billion annUally.and the amou* is rising yearly. Clearly, our

nation of affluence is burying itself J.4,..eW.id ifaste.
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Section IV: Matural, Resources

Synthesis Lecture for Section IV: Natural Resources

,

1.1

7

In this lecture the,intent is to focus the student's attention on the

difficult choices man will have to make in learning how to live in a world

that appears to be, running out of everything. -Experience has shown that students

appreciate leahling about Ideas that encompass more than a "doOmsdae approaeh.

Therefore, I chose to emphasize basic facts -- what tiie real situation is --

and alternative procedures that hold promise for helping vs solTe dar-environ-
mental,problems related to the expanding use- of our natural resources.-,

..

Assignment:

Barnekt, Harold J. "The Myth 60Vnishing Resources4" The Surviyal Equation.
HoughtonyMifflin Company, Boston., Mapiachusetts, 1971, pp. 180-186.

Ingram, Earl. "The Lemings are Coming," Phi Kappa Phi Journal Spring; 1974,

pp. 22-30.

McKetta, John J. "Has the World Gone to Hell?" Speech given at a Technological

Awareness Meeting: May 22, 1974,-at the SabinOiver Works: (Unpublished

speech as far as I know)

4
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The economica,of mineral.exploration, extraction, processing of raw
materials, and consumption of manufactured goods cannot be separated from
the geological art4ng wan discussing man's use of our natural resoirces.
Whether we like it or n t, our society and its institutions are directly
concerned with the mon ivy cost involved in using our natural resources.
We may not like the way conpmical considerations limit our `use of natural
resources but we must face up to these limitations

.
,

For e ample, itrthsfr has no idea of society's value of how clean air
or water cght to be. Society must set these limits. The problem is something
like thisi Society will set a limit on how much. it will pay for meat or tooth-
paste, but it has not set limits on how much it will pay for clean air or the
disposal of radioactive wastes. What happens wheniu don't know the cost of
eliminating or reducing environmental pollution? WHItt is the cost of elimina-
ting wastes? These are hard questions t9 answer, but you can begin by deciding
what environmental quality limits you_are willing,to set and what you are
willing to pay.

One way to help organize a rational view of dour natural resources is to I

consider the idea of "trade-offs.." As the economists put it, "There is no

such thing as a free lunch." We benefit by using our natural resources wisely,
but there is a cost in some form of environmental qualiV in every case. If

we remove raw materials from the earth, we mupt leave the earth in a different
conditiOn than it was before we started Work. What."trade-offs" are you willing

to make?

Conqider for the moment.our nonfuel mineral resources. Man will continue
to extract raw materials from ever-poorer natural resources. As the grade of
a mineral deposit decreases, the reservds increase, but production and processing .

costs increase. Energy demands increase as the grade of ore decreases -- cheap
energy means cheap raw materials. What does the future hold when'we.accept the
conditions mentioned above?.

Idea 1: Mantsirdemand for more raw materials will remain high and the vaiiety of
materials used will increase at a cost of environmental quality.. The amount of
environmental degradation will depend upon what limits society sets.

Idea 2: Man will learn to
)

live with the problems of decreasing easy accessibility
to raw materials by developing mineral policies that incorporate.efficient relation- .

ships between demand, eijoloration, extraction, production, and consumption.

jdea 3: Conflicts of interest represent one of the best'Vays man has of cOmmuni-
eating his aspirationS and needs with others, and only through inCreasing
intensities of political.conflicts (short of war) can realistic environmental

.
mineral policies for all be developed.

Let's change our point of viewto another basic,natural resource water.
We learned that man's demand:for water is increasing at a rapid rate and that
the supply of water is sufficient on a large scale, but insufficient on a local
or regional scale in many places. Furthermore, innovative technological schemes
are available to make efficient use of water possible by industry, agriculture,.
and domestic users. What does the future hold for our water management procedures?
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Idea.4: Water will be'recyrlia-MOre times in the future and water-s4pply

management procedures will include new technological pi'ocesses(for making water

usel more efficient but at a higher cost.

Idee.\: Water distribution plans will be carried out to bring water from areas

Laurplus to areas that are water deficient. These distribution plaris will cause

ronmental changes that are both positive and negative.

Idea 6: Our water problems of distrubution and wetter quality will be worked out

in a seeies of short-term events that will ultimately be combined to provide a

long-term solution.

With respect to our'natural resource -- the soil -- man is faced with many

serious problems. Soil is a natural resource that requires a long time to recover

from environmental damage. The use of fertilizers is increasing rapidly and

will continue into the forseeable future. New seeds and new kinds of plants

provide tempetary or "stop-gap" solutions to our food supply. However, with the

rapid increase in population, food supplies will,pontinue to be United i many

areas. What does the future hold for bur soils and food supplies?

Idea 7: .We should expect to see man use a greater proportion of the arable lan

and new seeds and plants will increase the total food supply. Howeva& per

capita consumption of food will depend upon man's ability to MaintatIP popula-

tion of reasonable size. I cannot feel optimititic about our ability to prevent

famines in many areas. Ehrlich's predictions have been and will cohtinue to

be carrect.

.Idea 8: Man's approach to maintaining productive soils will depend upon how he

treats the basic causes of soil degradation -- his ignorahce of the value of

soil and his attitude toward maintaining this natural resource.

The problem of the 0-oper disposal,of all kinds of waste is a newIind of

environmental problem that,man is just beginning to recognize. Our studies

verify that waste disposal.problems are not something that will disappear in

thejlear future. The per capita increase in waste and the increa6ing complexity

of wastes that require dispeital -- e.g., radioactive wastes -- poses a challenge

to industry, agriculture, and residential users. We learned'that our current

waste disposal procedures are primitive and only short-term solutions, What

does the future hold for the groper disposal of all kinds of waste?

Idea 9: Man will continue to use an increasing variety pf short-term solutions

for waste disposal problems -- e.g., biodegradable packaging.

Idea 10: The development of recycling processes will greatly expand and provide

a stop-gap solution for disposal of many industrial, agricultural, and residential

wastes.

Idea 11: The disposal of radioactive wastes is a serious problem that'has no

adequate solulkon in the forsepable future.
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Idsg I?: The variety 'vof _wastes I,- e.g., .plastics -- will incrsas, smO. recitOre .

new technological solutions thatfwill be -utiliwing increavoing forms' of biTiogia41---.;_,
able materials. - a IS r .

. . .. ' .
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In summary, this section-has tried to take a "hard 1,c4" it- a few oesSur "4

major natural resources. There was no intent to coyer the whole field of naiturif,.
resources;- 'rather, tt 'was felt that an intensive .look at our dependenceupon
natural -resources would -best fit th4 needs of this alien . .4Tn1.some ..,respeots

the ideas covered, in this sectlon provide student* with. Creasonably-straight-.
fomard cause-and-effect relationship in our use of éarth materials. For Incamge,

if we mine an ore ceriain Predictable environmental effects will result. Thetre-;
fore., I tlave tried to emphasize that me must attirck the basic-a-tuxes of 'environ-c
mental degradation, not just the symptoms.

i
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Section V: Oceanography

Lecture 1: The Oceans

TheimajOr focus of this lecture is to introduce:
,

ideas that stildents vill find helpful in OrgLizinirtheir thoughts,
. . .

.., .

,apout the.oceans. For ificami4e, information about the size,of the,

oceans, their origin, the effect of'sunlight on living oosniiasv
the listribution'of life'in the oceans, and the dependenae of man

I

Ap on the Ocesni fbr food are suitable topics to itclude in thits leCture.

2) ,4ideas describing the physical resources of th0Ocean, including,ihe

resources found in seawateit'onthe ocean floor, and beneath the
.ocean floor:

information that will help students see the relation between min,

oceans, and climate.

4) enVironmental considerations that are affecting man's relationship
with. the.ocean.

. I
,

, 4
In this lecture, I have purposely omitted specific examples that can be used

icioconvey the ideas elpdve. 1 feel the instructor can easily find examples that
eixeraplifX tlie "ideas from, his min background that will be better than the ones I

f Arghtestiegeekt; Howomier, 1 have found the slfdes I recommend highly satisfactory,
'ai4 Is feel tliat y ur embellishment of the narration will best serv9 to malr the

:!1101lecture interesti d informativeifor your students.

1 ,

a

Assignifet

Read the ifollowingt

"Ocean Bottom Minerals;" .9.smELIpall.:qm,.Volume 3, 1968, p 1-73.

6 9
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Slide of entire
earth from .

space

_

Thie '811de 'Shows the contrast between the vast area of the
oceans compaxed to the land. 71% of the surface area is
ocean compared to 29% land. The average depth of.the
oceans is 2 1/2 miles sild the ocean volume is about
350 million cubic miles',

Bketch of
.earth illustra
ting the open-
ing of the
fans

This slide introduces the idea that the oceans as we knów
them tqclay're a relatively recent. geologic feature. A brief
discuision of continental drift and seafloor ipreading is
tppropriate.

OM

ISurface of the .

ocean showing ,

Isun'glare

t

The sunlight supplies energy to the surface and the upper-
, .

. most layer of the water. The distribution of this energy is
,important for living organism; A brief comment about the
penetrtition of sunlight is.dedirable. For example, 93s-ofthe
basic.meNterial that fuels and builds the.life in the otean
is synthesized irithin the lighted surface layer Qt open water

, by the many varieties of phytoplankton.
'

c

S.

Photo showing
the distribution
of living organ-
isms within the

0

lOcean

[ I-7-

..-/

We find tha4 living organisms are distributed both vertically
and horitontally in the ocean. This slidefreinforces the idea
that life.is more abundant dear the.surface where sunlight
penetrates 4,most effective..

:

a
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Fishing
'vessel

Both directly and indirectly, man is dependent upon the
oceans for food.' Anything that we do to interfere with the
production of food from the ocean is disastrous for man.
Consider for a moment the effect on man if our new chemicals
were killing off the plaigkton in the oceans. Pollution of
the oceans must be prevented at all costs.

Sketch showing
upwelling

This slide illustrates that upwellitigs bring nutrient* to
the surface and iaost good fishing areas are associated'with
43uch'llpwellings. The cause of upwellings should be explained
and locations of good fishing areas identified.

Configuration
of the near
continental
ocean floor

Many of the physical resources of our earth are associated
with continental margins. Fr9m this slide you should paint
out and identify the elementgcof the shore.profiTe and
the major divisions of the life zone df the sea. The sketch
before could be used as an overhead transpai-ency in place of
this slide.
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6-1 Marine environmental zones.

(Reference:

batch %hi h water.
ato water

,

-epipelagte
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. 4 1.4 win war oft 6.11 ft*

inner ()titer 74.

egshotte
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niesopehigie 200

1000
opitotk

littoral subliitoral -110kvelligk

hadal

Ingmanson, Dale E. 'and William J. Wallace. Oceanology: An,

. Irlitroduction. Wadsworth Publishing Company, Belm6nt,
California, 1973, p. 213.)

:.

Man and the
sphere, " from
Scientific 'Amer7
tcan, p.86-87,
shows. major fish

epees

This slide is eicellen for showing the 'political implications
')of oceanic food resources. Pish.catch is reported in millions
of metric tons for the differeitt ,oceads. Countries"bordering

. the ocean are changing their boundaries to include more of
this economid rlsource zone. As we expand 'Our take of more.,
reiources oil and mining -- the politiCal conflicts will
increase betwe4n nations,.

Slide:

Man and the I6
sphere," from,

Sci fl

loan, p.92, Move:
tile exploitation,

or fish" /
brim _

This thteiesting,slide shows the location of tbe'30 majos
fiehsEitocks taken from oceans and identifies those fish
stocke that twobably are,fully exploited or in danger

, of being overfished.

-I
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Sketch of a
cubic mile of
seawater

What is the value of the elements,found in cUbic mile ,

of seawater that gontains :165 million tons of dissolved
matter -- mostly chlorine and sodium?

Chart
.showing

he elements,
nerals, and

other materials.
'sound in seawaté
,an on or ben

the ocean

flooi

Since early times han has depended on the ocean for food.
Now-he looks to the sea for other resources. Oil, gas,
and sulXur areyroduced by offshore drilling; coal and iron

, ore from *Ines driven framdry land; heavy,minerals tin,

diamonds, and manganese,by dredging; and fresh water, salt,
manganesium, bromine, ana,other materials are obtained froM
seawater.

A

1

1. L
1

Slide of
experimental
living quartets
from the aqua-

[ naut program ,

1 . r
The search.for new techniques'to explore and live in ihe

ocean environment has lqng been studied by man. New diving
devices and specially designed vessels are being created
and used by man to learn how to'obtain the greatest benefit
-from the,oceans.

Slide showing
the surface
circulation
utterns of

tthe oceans

- I

01

The circulation of the ocean waters transfers heat energy
across latitud6s and make some places warmer or colder than

they would ,be if.Nach circulation dielmnot.occur. An
explanation of ocean.currents would be helpful at this point.
The effect of,ocean currents on climate and weather systems
should be de4reloped.
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Slide Showing
the shoreline
near Miami
,or Corpus

Chrtsti

6

In the.final slide, onslides, for this lecture, it is

worthwhile to shoy how man is modifying the shoreline
to fit his dekires. . Dredging and filling in many areas
has coMpletely ebanged the nature of the shoreline in
populated areas. Equally serious in the long run may be
modifications,man his pade by damming up the streams
that enter the ocean. 'Dams stop the movement of earth
materials to the oceans. As.e.result, wave energy and

J7-- - currents are eroding areas th$ 1 formerly seemed stable
or-in equilibrium. The long-term effects of msn's
modifications are not fully understood at this time.

In sUmmary,Ag*find that the oceans are:

1. a malor source of food for many people

2. a receptacle for waste,

3., a source of tid4 and current energy

'4. a medium for cheap transportation

5 a source for fossil fuels

6. a'storehouse tor dissolved materials and,fresh water

While it ,cannot b denied that the ocean is a tremendous resource for many
thin& -pat man needs; it must be pointed out that the concentrations of these
Materials is mUch less in seawater than in earth materials. To extract materials

from seawater will'be costly and inefficient. For example, to juat move 1 cubic
mile of seawater,through an extraction plant would require 2.1 million gallons
per, minute Tor a yea fb remofe the materials we wanted would require an
additional hmount of that is beyond comprehension.

a



Section V: Oceanography

Lecture 2: The Role of Man in Estuarine Processes

"Estuaries are.places of dynamic interaction,, where rivers meet the sea
and deposit their wastes, where fluvial ahd oceanic processes interact -- a
complex interface. The qualities of estuaries- are of extreme importance. to .
man because they also are foci of human interaction arta settlement. Of the

world's thirty-two largest cities, twenty-two border on istuaries, including
the four largest -- Tokyo, Lonon, New York, and Shanghai."

Imagine the problem as described in the New York Times, February 25, 1970:

Sewage produced by New York City totals 1,300 million gallohs a slay, including

360 million gallons of raw sewage, producing a large polluted area 12 miles
out to sea. Similar problems are found in Europe, and the continental shelf
of France in the Mediterrandan is a sterile stretch of black muck from the cities

of Marseilles And Nice.,

Assignment:

Read the following:

Cronin., L. Eugene. "The Role of Man in Estuarine Processes," Man's Ippact

on Environment, Thomas Detwyler, editor. McGraw-Hill Book Comfahy,

New York, 1971, pages 266-294.

Cronin, L. Eugene.
on Environment,
New York, 1971,

"The Role of Man in Estuarine Processes," nEIR_LE2102I
Thomas Detwyler, editor. McGraw-Hill Book Company,

p. 266.
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What is the geologic setting? Estuaries are located at the Mouths of
rivers, are semi-enclosed, many are natural harbors, and they are ideal
locations for disposal of wastb pioducts that can be carried by mater.
Estuaries usually have high flux and flush conditions that'are advantageous r
for the disposal of great quantities of waste. In addition, estuaries are
frequently natural transportation centers. Historically, estuaries primarily
eceived only silt erosion prior to the 1850's. For the past 125 years,
estuariet have had industrial, agricultural, and domestic waste added to
the erosional load.

What are some of Man's activities that affect an estuary?

1. Modification of river_flow. Man's efforts to control rivers by dams
reduces river flow aed erosional load. Water taken from lakes behind these
dams for irrigation and domestiè -consumption represents a diversion of river
water from the estuary. Conversely, river flow can be increased by diversion
of water iptO the river watershed and by man's activities modifying the water-
shed by delkuding the land or covering it with asphalt to prevent infiltration.

Some of the environmental effects resulting from the modification of river

flow are: (1) salWater intrusion further upstream, (2) enlargement of the area
of oxygen depletion, (3) both an increase and decrease in nutrient supply
(depending upon the chemicals added to the watet), (4) destruction of spawning

areas for fish, (5) destruction of shell,fish beds, and (6) increasing erosion
of stprelines becaute of a decrease in sediment normally tranaported by long-

shore currentp.

A number of studies have thown that modification of river flow by man
can result in positive environmental effects. In Florida, the intermittent

controlled release of fresh water hast probablY enhanced the fisheries by
increasing nutrient supply. Also, bays with little flushing may develop
higher productivity and more effective regeneration of nutrients. Clearly,

the effects of regulated water flow can be both positive and negatiVe and until

man has a better understanding of the estuary ecosystem, some effects are specula-

tive.

2. Thermal addition. The addition of warmer waters in estuaries causes
profound changes in chemical and biological rates and processes. The dispersion

processes for warm water tn estuaries is not completely underWod and thermal
effects are different in estuaries where tidal flux contribUtes to mixing. In

one study, it was found that warm water remained below cooler fresh water and

'above cooler salt water. The interplay of salinity and temperature on the
density of water ptoduced this effect. In general, the effects of thermal
additives to estuaries produces more negative than positive environmental
effects.

3. Changed salinity. In locations where estitaries have been closed off

from the open sea and fresh water diverted into the.area, vast changes in the

ecosystem occurs. The Dutch completed such a conversion in 1932. Obviously,
the saltwater communities were destroyed; however, the fresh fish production and
the increase in pork production from reclaimed land more than trebled food
production from that area.



4 Modifickion of bakins. By dredging and filling,iman has changed

.
the flow patterns of many estuaries. The usual e'ffects on the.estuary are:
(1) reduction in water area, (2) denudation of bottom as fill is removed,
(3) modification of currents and tidal exchange, (4) alteration in salinity,
temperature, and oxygen content 416-4he water, and (5) sediment dispersion.-

The environmental results of dredging and filling are both positive and negative

--. on the estuary ecosystem.

5. Chemical effects.

.

(a) Rachael Carson,named those chemicals that affect.living organisms
"biocides." They Aestroy life and are appealsing in estuaries in increaskng
amounts. if "biocides" in small quantities (below the toxic level) are intro-
duced in the food chain, organisms at the upper-end of the food chain are
-found to have quantities of the cheMicals at a level many times greater than
the level found in the surrounding water. A major effect of these chemicals

is to inhibit growth of many organisms. In general, we should expect increasing
damage to the estuary ecosystem as new cheMicals and increasing amounts of '

regularly used chemicals are carried to the estuary.

(h) Nutrient chemicals containing nitrogen and phosphorous stimulate algal
blooms in estuaries. A major source of these two elements is human sewage:
Other chemicals that serve as nutrients are phosphates and nitrates. Algal

bloom causes deoxygenation of the water and gives off undesirable odors.

(c) Radioactive wastes ar found in higher concentrations in estuaries than

in the oceans. Radioactive wastes are of concern because they may cycle and

recycle until they enter human food supplies. These wastes also effect the

genetic structure of aquatic organisms.

'In concluding this lecture, I chose to end with a positive point of view.

Experience has shown that it is easier to remember and use negative examples

in denribing environmental problems involving estuaries. Therefore, it is

unfair to the student to provide only this point of view when there is a

positive viewpoint to be developed. Consider the points below:
P

-
(1) estuaries by their nature resist chanie
(2) estuaries contain within themselves tgre mechanism for providing

recovery by natural processes
(3) estuaries show great biological variation and are, therefore, easily

degraded by waste
(4) chemi*cal additives, intelligently used, could protect or enrich

edtuaries
(5). thermal waters produce many desirable effects and might be used to.

improve estuary conditions and habitats for living organisms

(6) diversity among living species provides the opportunity for man to
develop new speciv that are beneficial for man

(7) efficient management of estuaries provideiLthe opportunity to increase
the benefits man acquires from estuaries:PI'

Manipulation of the gross ecology of estuaries may ultimately rexIlt in

improving this natural resource for the benefit of all men.
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Section V:' Oceanography

Lecture 3: Synth'isis facture filor, the'Course

Environmental Earth Science

In the final lecture, I prefer to' review'the major Xints that'have been
proposed for each synthesis lecture in the di4terent sections of the course.
Several reasons support the Use of this approabh. First, the major points
developed in each synthesis lecture are'broad in scope and refer to many differ-
ent but specific ideas discussed in this course. Seconds'the mAjor points were
designed to be "anchor points" around whibh the subject ideas could be fixed.
Third, the major points were designed to show the students what is fact -- what
does the information we have studied say that is concrete, reasonable, and worth-
while to asses1 when we study environmental problemstrom the Niewpoint bf
geologists?...

Ite major points of each synthesis lecture are reproduced here'for your
atudy and consideration in designing a final lecture for thim course. Slides

and overhead transparencies used.in teaching the course will be helpful in
making the final lecturemeaningful and complete tor your students-

Ma Or Ideas of the tliesis Lectures

Section .1: Man's Effect on Nature

1. Overemphasis on environmental degradation is not Amays helpftl. We

must learn to recognize and cultivate positive environmental values. Man has
improved on nature as in some cases -- e.g., introduction of different plants
into new areas, introduction of animals in habitats that were void of these
animals, improvement of food production by nev kinds of plants.

2. The environments men create through their wants constitute to a very
large extent the formula of life they transmit to succeeding generations.
. . . the characteristics of the environment condition young people and
thereby determine the future of society.

Rene Dubos

1 3. The present trends ot ltfe in'Prbdperous countries are usually assumed
to represent what people want, but in reality the trends are determined by what
is available for choice -- e.g., the kind of automobiles ve can buy.

4. If we want to red ce the conflicts between man and nature, we must
maintain a diversity of eas; a full range of options so to speak, to insure
that a will range of po sibilities exist among man. (Use selected slides from
the AVT lesson on' Fop ation to illUstrate this point.)

NV'
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5. Environments; degradation has many causes, however, one primary cause
is related to how man views the use of property. We must develop multiple

4

uses for the land. .(Use selected slides rroM the AVT lessqn On Land Use
Planning to illustrate this point.)

6. The concentration ofOlarge numbers of people in urban areas inten-
sifies many environmental problems. We must to spread out the effects.

7. EnvironMental hazards are so subtle as to be beyond the individual's
perception and control -- e.g., The Tragedy of the Commons. We must finc: out

the true cost of our actions.

Section II: Energy

Idea #1: -Energy sources, regardless of holi.)cou view them, have to be
considered as finite at this time, .and in the immediate foreseeable future.
Operationally this means that arzsadjustments in our energy supply' in the-

. near future will be "stop-gap" in nature. Our study verifies.that no new
major sources of energy are available to replace the fossil -fuels as fast
as we use them. This does not rule out the possibility that same relief
in energy supply will come about, however, per capita use of energy seems
likely to increase as fastas man can develop new sources of energy.
Obviously, demand for energy will continue to be boundless whereas_energy--
supply will continue to be limited.

Idea #2: The application of 'technology to increase or simply'main-
tain our current energy resources will increase the degradation of parts
of our environment. The economists continue to emphasize "there is no such
thing as'a free lunch." Consider for a moment the development of our coal
reserves in the West. Clearly, strip mining of coal will great1y degrade
parts of our environment. There seems to be no choice in this matter,
however, many safeguard procedures will be setup to help*alleviate the
worst aspects of the situation.

Idea #3: It is becoming increasingly eviuent that the problems and
potential solutions associated with the use of energy touches the(life of
eveu individual. .Our study o; energy usage and the shortage of-enorgy
clearly demonstrates the impact that energj ploys in our lives. A fin./ years
alp ye listened to the television commercial that reminded us "that a nation
that runs on energy cannot afford to run short." Now we know what tnat mos-.
sage was trying tp convey. We are running short of certain kinds of fossil
energy, and we are having to adjust our life styles in resPonse to this
problem. No one talks about.cheap energy anymore and our recognition of
this Net is reflected in what 'we do or plan to do in the future.
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Idea #4: The lack of a national energy policy will continue to handi-
cap us in solving energy problems now and in the future. In.our study of
Man's Effeict on Nature, we learned about Hardin's idea of the "Tragedy of
the Commo44" This same concept can be applied to our thinking and actions
relativel"to our use of energy. As long as we 'hold to the concept that "what
belongs io all belongs to no one" we increase the probaoility of mismanagement.

Idea #5: Energy is the glue that holds our economy together. Any
chunge in the nature of the glue- sets off a chain of events that compounds
man's environmental problems. We must recognize that our current social and
business relationships depend primarily upon, the widespread use of cheap
petroleum and natural gas. As we shift from these forms of energy to coal,
nuclear, and solar energy sources, political and business institutions will
experience vast changes. Furthermore, our study supports that major new
energy sources do not hold the promise that our environmental problems will
be simpler in the future.

Idea #6: OUr desire to take a short-range view of eneegy supply has
grbatly ieci.lf,m our technological dependence on fossil fuelshe,-particularly

"etpetroleum .
'k al gas. piversity in using all kinds of energy sources.

must becow ed as the normal operating procedure in the future.
Chauncey ttl. in the Scientific American article entitled "Energy and Power"
summarized.this point when he wrote, "The development of new speculative
energy resources' is an investment for the future, not a means of remedying
the problems of today. It is equally clear that the qualify of life of -

the peoples of the world depends en the availability now of large amounts
of low-cost energy in useful fOrm. This being so, we must emphasize an
orderly development of the resources available to us with present tech-
nology, and these are primarily power plants based on fossil fuels and
nuclear fission."

This concludes the major points of the synthesis lecture. As the dif-
ferent ideas are developed during the lecture, many specific examples can
be_made to reinforce the implication of each idea. Specific examples can be
taken from the audio-visual-tutorial programs, previous lectures, the read-
ings and the discussion sessions. Experience has shown that your students
will supply many of the examples that help to make this lecture meaningful.

ection IV: Natural Resources

1,1ea i: Mau's demand for.more raw materials will remain high and the variety of
L.tilerials used will increase at a cost of environmental quality. The amount of
cuvironmental degradation will depend upon what limits society sets.

Idea '1: Man will learn to live with the problems of decreasing easy accessibility
to raw materials by developing mineral policies that incorporate efficient relation-
ships between demand, exploration, extraction, production, and,consumpion.

Idea 3: Conflicts of interest represent one of the best ways man has of communi-
cating his aspirations nd needs with others, and only through increasing
intensities of political conflicts .(short of war) can realistic environmental
mineral poliCies for all be deveioped.

6
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Let's change our point of view to anotherasic natural resource -- water.
We learned that man's demand for water is.increasing at a rapid rate and that
the supply of water is sufficient on a large scale, but insufficient on a local
or regional scale in many places. Furthermore, innovative technological schemes
are available teirmake efficient use of water possible by industry, agriculture,
and domestic users. What does the future hold for our water management proceclures7

' .44.-

Idea 14: Water will be recycled more times in the future and water-supply
management procedures will include new technological processes for making water
use more efficient but at a higher cost.

Idea 5: Water distribution plans will be carried out to bring water from areas
of surplus to areas that are water deficient. These distribution plans will cause
environmental changes that are both positive and negative.

Ji
Idea 6: Our water problems of istrubution and water quality will be worked out
in a series of short-term events that will ultimately be combined to provide 'a-
long-term solution.

With respect to our natural resource -- the soil -- man is faced with many
serious.problems. Soil is a natural resource that requires a long ttme to recover
from environmental damage. The use of fertilizers is increasing rapidly and
will continue into the forseeable future. New seeds and new kinds of plants
prievide temporary or "stop-gap" solutions to our food supply. However, with the
rapid,increase in populfition, food supplies will continue to be-limited in many
areas. What does the,future hold for our soils and food supplies?

Idea 7: We should expect to see man use a greater proportion of the arable land
and new seeds and plants will increase the total food supply. Towever, per
capita consumption of food will depend upon man's ability to maintain a popula-
tion of reasonable size. I cannot feel optimistic about our abil1ty to prevent
famines in many areas. Ehrlich's predictions have been and will continue to
1)e correct.

Idea 8: Man's approach to maintaining productive soils will depend upon how he
treats the basic causes of .soil degradation -- his ignorance of the value of ,

soil and his attitude toward maintaining this natural resource.

The problem of the proper disPosal of all kinds of waste is a new kind of
environmental problem that man is just beginning to recognize. Our studies
verify that waste disposal problems are not something that will disappear in
the near future. The per capita increase in wz.ste and the increasing complexity
of wastes that require disposal -- e.g., radioactive wastes -- poses a challenge
to industry, egriculture, and residential users. We learned that our current
waste disposal procedures are primitive and only short-term solutions. What
does the future hold for the proper disposal of all kinds of waste?

Ideaj: Man will continue to use an increasing variety of short-term solutions
for waste disposal problems -- e.g., biodegradable packaging.

Idea 10: The development Of'recycling ocesses will greatly expand and provide
a stop-gap solution fcir disposal of ma.r industrial, agricultural, and residential
wastes.
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Ide5i 11) The 'disposal of radioactive wastes is a serious problem that has no
adequate solution in the forseeable rure.

a

4

Idca 12; The variety oit wastes -- e.g., Dlastios wiil increase and require
new technological solutions that will be utilizing increasing fame of lidodegrad-
able materials.

Mk.

iSqction V: OceanographY.

1. The trend of using the oceans for single-purpose uses motiVated by short .term
advantages to individuals, industry, and local governments will continue
into the forseeable future. ;

, . 1

2...Political conflicts will increase civer the ownership of ocean resources
bccause of nationalistic desires end the realitation of the value of ocean
resources.
)

3. We should expect the pollution of the oceans to intensify near population
centers and industrial complexes, as well as becoming more widespread through
the work of natural processes.

Some %Trends and Features of Man's Impact on:the Environment*

Five major trends pf man's recent impacts on the environment are:.

1. increasing variety of impacts
2. jntensifica on of impacts

i
lb

3. geographical spreading of impactg
4. increaging c m plexity and repercussions of impacts
5. increasing per capitaAmpact

Eight common features ollopan's alteration of environment are:

s. 1. cities are modes of greatest ezfrironmental impact
2. many environmental changes are irreversible or persistent for long

time periods
3. man is simplifying and homogenizing the biological-landscape.
4. some organisms have greater pOwer thanpan to adaptbm evolution to

environmental change, 4,11
5. man's unique ability torkdapt culturally to environmental change may

not be sufficient to compensate for new envlronmental demands on him
as an organism

6. War or preparation for war ie an i4portant Influence on environment
7. Political contrdl has heen required to develdp and maintain major

environmental4modifi6ations

* Detwyler, Thomas R. Man's Impact on the Envd.ronment, McGraw-Hill Book Com3any,
New York; 1971, p. 695-697.
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The same few basic causes of environmental degradation underlie a vast
spectrum of impacts. These causes are:

(a) ignorance
(b) attitude
(c) population'growth
(4) technological development
(e) economics
(f) synergism

1ar

If your,ptudents respond to this course.in the same way my students Tesponded,
you will be pleased to see how well they understand and act relative to the basic
causes of environmental degradation mentioned in Item #8 directly above.
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